Class Assembly- 29th September, 2015
An assembly was conducted on 29th sept ,2015 by IIIC on the theme "Gandhi Jayanti".Some
student recited a poem on "Pyare Bapu", some student said thoughts inspired by Gandhiji ,some
sang a song dedicated to him and a "Dandi March"on the song "Bande me tha dam
,vandemataram"was done .They actively participated in it and shown their talent.

Class VI INTRA CLASS ACTIVITY : COMIC PLAY
Topic: 'PARIVARTAN'- THE POWER TO CHANGE
"The power to change yourself is the power to change the world around you" An intra class
activity was conducted in the seminar hall, where the participants of each class-VI all sections
took part and exhibited various insights from different aspects of life and history showing that all
people have the ability to create his or her own person.The key idea which each group
emphasized was that the environmental factors play a huge role in the creation of a person, but
the mental predisposition is the primary cause for who we become.They successfully displayed
the idea that it does not matter if individuals are surrounded by constant negativity and adversity,

because they still have the choice to fall into conformity or stand up for themselves. The
competition was well organized and was judged by Mrs. Romita and Mrs. Mamta.
The winners are:
Ist Position: VI D coordinated by Mr. Joyita Bhattacharya
IInd Position: VI C coordinated by Mrs. Kavita Sharma
IIIrd Position: VI A coordinated by Mrs. Jayalakshmi
The certificated were distributed to the winners, who were quite elated by the victory.

Class VII INTRA CLASS ACTIVITY-"MATHE-MAGIC"
Understanding Mathematics with the help of puzzles and riddles was the motive behind this intra
class activity-"Mathe-Magic". The activity was conducted for all the sections of class VII. There
were six rounds of questions based on the conceptual knowledge of Arithmetic, Algebra,
Number System and Geometry. The Quiz was prepared by Maths Teachers Ms. Ruchi, Ms.
Ashita, Ms. Shakunt and Ms. Kanchi. Four students from each section formed a team. All the
teams participated actively in the quiz.The highest scoring team was given the first position.
The winners were Team of class VII C – Pragati, Vishakha, Aman, KunalPatwa

Class VIII INTRA CLASS ACTIVITY : CREATIVE MINDS BRING
INNOVATONS!
This activity exposed the creative thinking skills of the students. It was conducted for all the
students in their respective classrooms. The students were given the topics of which they had to
write on any one. This activity kindled the creative thinking instincts, imaginative power and
enhances writing skills. Children wrote a passage of about 120-150.Two students from each
section and two students from the eight students were chosen as the prize winners. Indeed this

activity instilled the students with immense pleasure and enthusiasm.The activity was
coordinated by English teachers Ms. D.Jaylakshmi and Ms. Komal.
Over All Winners : I - GouriJhaII-PriyankaMehlawat

Class IX INTRA CLASS ACTIVITY : MATHSKOOL" QUIZ
Quiz based on the conceptual knowledge of Maths was conducted for Class IX. The students
participated with enthusiasm and showed their mathematical abilities by giving response to the
questions quickly and promptly. Four students from each section were selected for the quiz.At
the end of each round 10 marks were awarded for every correct answer and bonus 5 marks were
awarded if question passed to other team. Students participated well. The quiz was prepared and
conducted by Ms. Ashita and Ms. AnuTandon. The I Position was bagged by Class IX A which
comprised of Shivamchugh, Prabal, Harsh Wats, Vaibhav.

Class X INTRA CLASS ACTIVITY : MULTIMEDIA GALLERY QUIZ
An interclass quiz for class X was organized in seminar hall. There were three participants each
from Xth A, Xth B, Xth C. The quiz was based on Multimedia and Information Technology.
There were basically three rounds in quiz. First one was brainstorming round, second was visual
round and third was Rapid Fire round.Some questions were also asked from audience. The
children had shown great enthusiasm during the quiz.The objective of quiz was to enhance and
update the knowledge of children about Information Technology.The winner of quiz was Xth C.

which comprises of Raunaq, Utkarsh and SandeepSahoo.The quiz was prepared and
coordinated by computer teachers Ms. Vibha, Mr. Deepak.

Founder's Day celebrations at Poorna Prajna Public School
Poorna Prajna Public School Vasant Kunj celebrated its Founder's Day by living the dream
envisioned by the Founder President Late H.H. Shri. Vibhudesha Teertha Swamiji. The
programme commenced with a floral tribute to the Founder Father followed by the lighting of
Lamp. On this special day a short movie on "Prajnites Thesis – Science unbound" was made and
presented by class XII students Arish , Kashish, Sahil, Shivika,Shubham and Shantanu. To
inculcate a scientific temperament in students an Exhibition of Science models was also
organized wherein students showcased their scientific bent of mind through various innovative
Science models. The Chief Guest Mr. Manish Jain , Ex IITian and renowned Scientific Toy
Maker appreciated the efforts of children and shared his belief that - If we can get our kids to
tinker and explore more, we can really change the way things happen.
The occasion was graced by Development Committee
Chairman Shri H.L. Suresh who addressed the gathering and threw light on the importance and
integration of Science in life, a dream of our Founder President. The Chief Guest presented a
brilliant session on "Hands-on Science and Maths". The students were thrilled about the concept
of making toys on their own, based on various science and maths concepts. The science teachers

showed their interest by actively participating in the workshop and the event concluded with a
vote of thanks by Vice Principal Ms. Anju Singh.

Visit to AIIMS Hospital by Community Reach Programme students of Poorna
Prajna Public School
Poorna Prajna Public School Vasant Kunj students of Class IX under its Community Reach
Programme(CRP), visited AIIMS Hospital accompanied by CRP Coordinator Ms. Veena Salaria
& Guest Faculty Ms. Sita Ayyar. The interaction of the students with Help Age India volunteers
at the Hospital was very educative & informative The students learnt about the help being
rendered to the Senior citizens visiting the hospital. The visit motivated and inspired the students
to help and look after the members of the economically backward sections and the senior
Citizens. The Community Reach team of students takes initiatives and through various activities
spreads the message that - "Life in the service of others , gives eternal Bliss ". This helps
students to imbibe moral values and also makes students aware of their social responsibility as

responsible children of the country. The visit strengthened their determination to give back to the
society in their humble way.

Plantation Drive held at Poorna Prajna Public School
The Eco-Club of Poorna Prajna Public School Vasant Kunj organized a tree Plantation drive in
the school premises and also outside the school along the pavements to contribute towards a
greener and cleaner Delhi. Students participated actively with enthusiasm and planted around
100 plants of different species like Neem , Kachnar, Kaner , Amaltas , Jamun etc. Under the
motivation and guidance of Eco Club coordinators Ms. Mamta Gupta and Ms. Meenakshi
Mehlawat, the students showed interest by making and carrying Banners and Pledge boards
saying that they would preserve mother Earth at all costs.
Vice-Principal Ms. Anju Singh joined the event to motivate the children and inspired them to
continuously make efforts to conserve the environment .

Display of Inter- disciplinary Activities by students of Poorna Prajna Public
School
Open Day at Poorna Prajna Public School, Vasant Kunj, provides a platform to parents to get an
inside view of their child's school life. Students of class X showcased their learning and talent on
the OPEN DAY organized for Parents. The children created and presented an array of activities
integrating all subjects under the theme : "Believe in Oneself". They showcased and depicted
their Scholastic skills through debates and speeches. The Co-Scholastic areas were illustrated by
students through songs , skits and dance performances. The attempt made the students to think
out of the box and present an impressive show under the guidance of their teachers Ms. Bhawna
Sharma , Ms. Shakunt Jangu and Ms. Sindhu Kotla. The students involved parents in riddles and
jokes which made Parents remember their own School Life.The programme ended with a video
prepared by the students on their school life and the making of the programme.The Parents were
overwhelmed by the students' performances and shared their feelings and views freely with the
gathering. They wholeheartedly thanked teachers and students and also applauded the school's
initiative for promoting such bonding programmes that resulted in the strengthening of bond
between Parents and students.

